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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
When S5000T create Lun, the default write and prefetching
strategies are:
A. Variable prefetching, write-back is not mirrored
B. Intelligent prefetching, write-back mirror
C. Fixed prefetching, write-through
D. Fixed prefetching, write-back mirror
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have created a screen with three buttons that should take
the learner to different sections of the course. What On
Success Action should you define for these buttons on this
screen?
A. Go to the next slide
B. Jump to slide
C. Continue
D. Go to the slide last visited
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the notation for gates?
A. point on the fragment frame with an optional name
B. small arrow either into or out from the fragment frame
C. small rectangle on the fragment with associated name
D. circular disc at the interaction frame
Answer: A
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